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BEAUTY AND WELLNESS

Already part and parcel of the larger holiday park menu, more 
main stream businesses are now switching on to the myriad of 
benefi ts associated with adding spas, health and wellness to their 
visitor package.

Adding spa experiences – a series of heated rooms and pools 
based on the Roman traditions on bathing – to your facilities can 
help to set you apart from competitors and broaden your market 
appeal and revenue potential. 

For those considering investing in holiday park spa services, 
it is possible to start small without having to blow the 
refurbishment budget. 

If you are already offering wet leisure facilities, such as a pool 
or hot tub, consider whether there is an appropriate space to 
convert into a treatment room, which you could either recruit 
staff to work in and manage yourself, or rent out to therapists. 

“It is possible to convert an existing room to a treatment 
room from as little as £2,000,” says spa consultant Nicki Kurran, 
an award-winning spa consultant who delivers expertise in spa 
business development.

Despite set-up costs including products and equipment, plus 
all sundry items like towels, potential earnings can make this a 
viable option for investment compared with payback periods.

Nicki explains: “Treatment revenue per hour is dependent on 

the treatment, business location and brands used but can average 
from £35 to £80 (although waxing can start as low as under £10), 
with some treatments generating over £120.”

Treatments such as waxing and manicures and pedicures are at 
the lower end of the price range, with massage treatments followed 
by specialised facial and body treatments at the higher end.

Face Value

ABOVE: Rockley Park Spa, a Haven resort, confi rm guests tend to choose relaxing, de-stressing treatments.

ABOVE: Wellness features like this sauna at Rockley Park last for many 
years and can accommodate more clients without needing a therapist to 
operate them.

Introducing spa services is an excellent way of enhancing 
your holiday park offering, as Jo Reeves investigates...
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“The average cost of delivering the treatment is 10 to 12 per 
cent across all services offered. When preparing your business 
plan, you must factor in other costs such as payroll, commission, 
uniforms, laundry, brochures, insurance, utilities and spa 
software,” Nicki adds. 

Jo Clements, Spa Manager at Rockley Park Spa, a Haven resort, 
says guests tend to choose relaxing, de-stressing treatments, with 
seven of the spa’s top ten treatments being a massage treatment 
of some sort. 

“Massage is by far the most cost-effective treatment to 
offer although there is little retail opportunity with this type of 
treatment,” Jo explains, “Facials are the most profi table treatment 
in terms of retail opportunity as many the different products used 
within each treatment are all offered at retail.

“The least cost-effective treatments are the maintenance 
treatments, such as waxing and eyelash tinting, as these are low-
cost but still time-consuming. Luckily, these are less popular with 
guests who have usually had their maintenance treatments done 
prior to their holiday,” adds Jo. 

WIDER MARKET
If you are creative and plan well you can fi nd many ways to get 
a return on your investment. In addition to your holiday park 
customers, there is also the potential to open up to a wider 
market, such as offering local memberships and providing a day 
spa for residents. 

This not only adds a regular revenue stream but provides a group 
of people to offer treatments to, plus ensures your therapists are 
fully utilised. Payroll costs are a concern for spas, but if you are 
managing a team of therapists in-house, excellent planning of 
staffi ng and rotas can help maintain at least 70 to 80 per cent 
utilisation of staff; go below this and profi ts are eaten into. 

If you are still feeling cautious, then consider testing the water 

by recruiting a local mobile therapist who can visit to deliver 
treatments. Simply having a brochure available for your customers 
to arrange treatments themselves, you’ll have no risk or work to 
do, however it won’t make you any money and you will have no 
control over the quality of service. 

For a more formal and fi nancially benefi cial arrangement, 
draw up a simple contract, which could involve a profi t share or 
set fee per treatment. Include expectations, such as timekeeping 
and cancellation policy, to afford you greater control over service 
levels. 

Alternatively, you can rent the room out to therapists, but 
although this will reduce salary, you cannot control service levels 
and treatment consistency may be compromised such as being 
able to offer a service when demand is at its peak.

Neil Owen, Director of Spa Vision, product and equipment 
supplier in the spa industry, recommends treatment rooms are >

ABOVE: If you are creative and plan well you can fi nd many ways to get a 
return on your investment as Rockley Park has discovered.

•  Plan well, research thoroughly and use a spa 
expert to help you fully understand the costs, 
potential revenues and options available to 
you.

•  Reputation is key – highly-skilled, attentive 
staff delivering excellent treatments and a 
high level of service is fundamental for repeat 
bookings and word of mouth referrals.

•  Ensure therapists are professionally qualifi ed 
and insured to cover the treatments they 
provide. 

•  Invest in good treatment tables – this is 
where clients spend their time and money.

•  Carefully select your brands and treatment 
offering for your market, ensuring it sets you 
apart from the competition, while the price 
and style of treatments suit your target market.

•  Consider ordering products little and often 
to begin with, to meet the demands of the 
business, but prepare ahead for busiest 
periods, e.g. school holidays.

•  Consider the design, layout and atmosphere 
of your spa area carefully – don’t try to 
cram too much in – the feeling of space is 
essential, and remember the importance of 
lighting and music for the atmosphere.

•  Trial the ‘client journey’ to make sure it works.

•  Allow out of hours bookings to be made 
at the resort main reception, even online if 
possible.

•  Prioritise health and safety – be thorough with 
risk assessments and COSHH assessments, 
and ensure equipment complies with all 
regulations and safety standards.

Top tips:
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> ideally positioned in a quiet, well-insulated area, with suffi cient 
privacy, and adequate storage for products and equipment. 

Neil advises there is a wide range of spa experiences and 
thermal rooms- from the more common steam, sauna and 
whirlpools, to the more unique Breachelbaths, Stonebaths, 
Hamam, and Rasul, to name a few. 

Although initially expensive, and ongoing energy and 
maintenance costs need to be factored in, wellness features like 
saunas last for many years and can accommodate more clients 
without needing a therapist to operate them.  

ABOVE: Adding spa experiences can help to set you apart from 
competitors and broaden your market appeal as well as revenue potential. 

HAVEN HOLIDAY PARK
Tel. +44 (0)871 230 2760
www.haven.com

SPA VISION 
Tel. +44 (0)844 921 1772
www.spavision.co.uk

COMPANY CONTACTS

ABOVE: Treatment rooms are ideally positioned in a quiet, well-insulated 
area, recommend Spa Vision.

NICKI KURRAN SPA CONSULTANCY
Tel. +44 (0)7957 262145
www.spaconsultant.co.uk


